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THE PHOTOGRAPHER

  Hi, I'm Coralie, I'm a wedding photographer
  since four years now and I simply love it.
  It is for me a big playground where I can have
  fun with my camera.

  I photograph the way I live, spontaneously and
  with all my heart.

  My style is warm and alternative and I believe
  thinking outside the box of forced traditions will
  allow you to do something more timeless and
  personal with this special day.
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 However, you don't always know what to do or where to start. You can be lost and I get it !
 This is your first and let's hope only wedding, so of course you don't have any experience.

  This guide is here to help you with all this and the bascis to obtain great
  photographs. You need some direction and I'm happy to share my small knowledge.
  
                                            
                                

 This day is a little piece of Art on it's own that you will create together.
 So weither I am your wedding photographer or not, I hope this little guide can be usefull to
 you and inspire you in this beautiful project. 



CHOOSE YOUR COLORS

 For beautiful photographs, the number one thing, I believe, is to choose your theme & colors.
 And make them appear in all the different moments and details of the day :

– The prep location
(If you get ready in a messy child room with yellow walls for example and you decide on a
« elegant wedding in burgundy » it will be more difficult to showcase into pictures.)

– The bridal shoes
– The suit and groom accessories
– The wedding cake
– The bouquet
– The ceremony decorations
– The floral decorations
– The venue
– The rented car
– The confettis (see in page 8 for eco-friendly ideas of confettis)
– Bridemaids outfits
– etc.

Here a few mix examples that works every time :
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THE BOUQUET

 It is in my opinion the little detail that you shouldn't neglect. Choose it preferably
asymetrical and bulky, enough to cover your hips (ideal in photos).

 A beautiful bouquet can be expensive, so if you don't want to invest that much in such a small
detail, the idea of an extra-size rose bouquet can be an alternative ! Make it yourself very

easily for an inexpensive timeless style.

 Here are some bouquets inspirations :
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THE GROUP PHOTOS

Group photos are not mandatory. If you don't wish to do them, simplify your life and don't do
them. Don't go on asking yourself what aunt Linda would think about it, believe me, at

cocktail time, your guests will be way too occupied with drinks and food to notice anything
and your photographer will be here to capture those precious moments on the spot.

However if this is important for you and you wish to have some posed photographs with
family and friends, it takes just a small upstream organization to be efficient and make it a

moment of joy instead of a chore for everybody.

                                          Photo : Pinterest

My advice :

– Prepare in advance a list of groups that you need absolutly and limit yourself to 12 
groups (more than that is difficult to manage in a short amont of time).

– Nominate two guests in charge of gathering the groups while your photographer will be 
at his photo position. Send them the list and instructions.
(Choose two persons who doesn't know each other, that way they will get to know each 
other through this little team work, which will be also more fun for them.)

– Trust your photographer for the adequate frame and clear 1 hour of your wedding day 
planning to not stress out about the following of the events.



THE GROOM

90% of suits that you will find in stores are going to be blue ones. It is a great color but you
can quickly feel like you have no other options. Think again, there are so many !

Here is a small overview. And if really blue is your favorite color, you can play with different
fabrics and/or mismatch effect. What do you say about black pants and a blue velvet jacket ?
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AN ECO-FRENDLY WEDDING...

Some scattered advice and ideas to avoid ecological disaster :

– Reduce your guest list

– Organize everything in the same venue to avoid car transportations between the 
different moments of the day

– Choose an eco-friendly caterer (organic, local and seasonal products)

– Why not introducing vegetarian cuisine to your guests

– Forget the cortege, it is very polluting and old fashioned

– Replace traditional dragees by local gifts (olive oil, honey, candle, organic tea...)

– Opt for electronical invitations or recycled-paper invitations

– Choose eco-friendly ethical outfits for your bridesmaids

– Rent decoration and tableware

– Replace confettis with dried flowers, small tambourines, chopsticks of ribbons to wave 
or even, lavender.

– Opt for an eco-friendly dried flowers bouquet

– Help your guests organizing carpooling

– Ask if it would be possible to install dry toilets at the venue
(Each flush is 5 to 10L of potable water sent to the sewer)

– Avoid paper menus and opt instead for a single menu, for example on a large slate

– Choose ethical diamond jewelry certified outside conflict zone and in recycled gold.
(Precious metal can be recycled indefinitely without losing any properties or quality)



THE COUPLE SESSION

       I deeply encourage you to clear a moment in your schedule for a couple session with your
other half (even if it's only 10 minutes).

      Time will fly really quickly and you will enjoy the step back and the moment of quality to
reconnect with one another and the real meaning of this day : your love.



THE BRIDESMAIDS

Often neglected in the organization, the bridesmaids will however be present on most of your
photos. If you do not wish to boss them around, you might only suggest the idea of mismatch

outfits with color agreement. Thus each will be able to choose a model that suits her
morphology and financial means, whilst the whole will remain harmonious and color

matching with the theme and colors you chose for the day.

Here are some inspirations that you can share with them:
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THE LIGHTS

Last small detail but with, I believe, a lot of importance.
For beautiful reception photos, don't forget to illuminate your venue properly. A lack of light
will force your photographer to use artificial light such as flash light that doesn't render you

justice, and it also crushes the warmth and cosiness of the atmosphere. It is so difficult to
obtain natural authentic portraits of your guests seated using a flash light as it doesn't

facilitate discretion at all.
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THE END

Here it is, the end of this wedding guide. I hope it will be useful. I really tried to concentrate
important information because there would be so much more to say. But it is a good basis if
you're not familiar with the small wedding world, which changed a lot in a very short time

and continues to evolve and change everyday.

Feel free to look for inspiration on Instagram using for example hashtags such as
#alternativeweddingphotographer and #bohowedding. Once you'll find a provider that has a
style close to what you like (might be a photographer, wedding planner, florist...) you can see

who he or she is following on Instagram and you'll manage this way to find infinite ideas.
Pinterest is also a huge source of inspiration where you can save your ideas into boards (to

share them why not with your team of professionals or photographer)

Careful though to refrain the desire to do everything you'll see.  Before starting on your
inspiration journey, I recommand choosing your theme first, to set the mood and color tones
you want. This way, during your researches you'll be able to go straight to the things linked

with the kind of wedding you want to plan. If you acted for a boho wedding in tones of warm
brown and garnet, for example, you'll rapidly eliminate all inspirations with pastel romantic

weddings even if it is also beautiful.

If we do not have the pleasure to work together, this is where our path cross. But it's the
beginning of a beautiful adventure for you.

Enjoy the ride,
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